
Right after Grand Prix and its dirty money richs
The corporate greeders are meeting up,

Welcome them as we only do... 

Starting Monday june 11th at 7 AM
Till Tuesday june 14 at 5 PM

900, DE LA GAUCHETIÈRE STREET WEST

With more than 150 speakers and 3000 participants, the 
Montreal Conference is one of  the important spaces where 
capitalists from all over the world meets and share their parts 
of  the cake.

It’s not an coincidence if  this conference is directly after the 
F1. On their website, organizers offers to be part of  both 
events, to appreciate the beauty of  Montreal. We’ll show them 
what  Montreal look like when social injustice is in the streets 
and at the national assembly! Plan Nord, Budget austerity, 
tuition fees and the capital: 
   WE DON'T WANT THEM!

Already scheduled
Monday:

- Demo against Montreal Conference: 7 AM to 11 AM
 (Gérald Tremblay speaks at 8h30)

- Solidarity against austerity: 6 PM, Square Phillips

Wednesday: 
CLASSE’s national action, gathering 
against Montreal Conference, 12h

Other events need our presence,
 organize!

Monday:
- Paul Desmarais, at 12h

- Opening  reception, paid by the gouvernment of  
Ontario... at 5 PM (Le Grand Soir, take 2?!?)

Tuesday:
- Bev Oda, minister of  international ‘‘cooperation’’, at 9 AM

- Rio Tinto president, Dominique Bouchard, at 12h

- Joe Oliver, minister of  natural ressources, at 3 PM

Wednesday: 
- Alan Greenspan, former FED president, at 12h

Thursday (Students’ day): 
- Guy Breton, UdM rector,  at 9 AM

- Heather Monroe-Blum, McGill’s principal, at 3 PM
and lots of  others!!

Lots of actions and demos,
Be there!

It's a corporate greeders' meeting, but it's 
also a meetinf for all the 'indignados', the pan 
players, the students, the anticapîtalists 
and the environmentalists!!

Watch it out! 
actions will be organised all week!!

Montreal Conference


